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Abstract Summary of Writings Herewithin on PTSD

This booklet is my creative expression on the topic of the newer labeling for harmed persons, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.

Perhaps PTSD is better than past labels but it still incorporates the mistaken dynamics that have been, historically,

a consistent error for psychiatry and therefore does not effectively deal with the problem long term.

My writings included here consist of the following:

my point of agreement with dominant views

my different views

a specific woman’s viewpoint of PTSD

and also of  humanity as a whole

humanity as defined by males

mental illness terms that are ineffective

professionals’ varying opinions

inadequate treatments

professionals as obstacle and interference to healing

It also includes

who I am

my experiences

my view claiming disrespect as source of problems

the issue of education

lack of wholistic view

stereotypes

effects of  PTSD

inhumane treatment

women’s position

how harmed humans are treated

how harmed women are treated

The paper also discusses

mental illness itself as a false inaccurate term

emotional injury versus mental illness

wrong information as origin for behavior and feelings

the topic love

good human treatment

knowing how to treat the traumatized

PTSD as a construction of the masculine laden and valued mindset

my view as opposing mindset

my view as one being harmed/harmed versus the view and descriptions by one doing/analyzing the harm

emotional harm and injury in relationship to trauma

humane treatment.



Further discussion continues about:

the narrowly selected causes of PTSD

and the current narrow view as to how it is viewed versus a radical more wholistic view

fact versus fiction and the rooting of experience and words in physicality

how PTSD and dominant view obscures and eliminates the who, what, how, why and missing facts of the situation for the human

It is also brought to point

that the human as mammal has the ability to handle trauma

how our description of trauma does not include a broader wholistic picture of human in his natural environment

but actually incorporates within it an inaccurate description of trauma

because the unexamined manhood/masculine values are embedded inaccurately into the description.

Emotional assaults are discussed

and how they are related to our cultural values and atmosphere.

The question of an emotionally and physically safe environment

and the ideas of PTSD as behavior of how society is functioning as a whole

the importance of the thought/mindset of the individual

and the relationship to the hierarchal powered society

as well as the psychological aspects of our beliefs about God, man and girl

as well as the relationship of women to men.



I do not and am not wanting to deny the experiences

I and others have had in life nor the impact these events have had.

Actually, it is quite the opposite. I want to further bring to light those experiences.

Admittedly and clearly, I have behaviors that are a direct result and response of my past experiences;

(all people do)

some of which were horrid, devastating and terrifying.

(I do not think I am unusual in this world.)

Horror and terror are two of the major elements that are considered criteria for the diagnosis of PTSD.

So that is the point of agreement for me;

that we are dealing with facts in life that are horrific and terrifying.

Point of AgreementPoint of AgreementPoint of AgreementPoint of AgreementPoint of Agreement

it is called learning!



However, beyond this basic agreement, my views seem to be unique

coming partially from having a highly creative personhood, being a independent thinker,

partially from having a women studies education including women’s history

as well as a university education

that also gave me an interesting perspective on our cultural images and ideas

especially those created by persons in positions of power to produce

ideas, words and images.

This type of study is media literacy.

So, logically and conceivably, my views are in disagreement

with the common beliefs and understandings.

As a human categorized as woman

concentrating on “abuse” issues for many years

and what I now see is the direct results,

completely and absolutely nothing more, than that of the patriarchy.

I have developed the views of what some might call radical

which is, truth from a woman’s life from a woman’s view,

independent and free...unlearned....of the teachings from man power.

DifferenceDifferenceDifferenceDifferenceDifference



Independent and FreeIndependent and FreeIndependent and FreeIndependent and FreeIndependent and Free

To heal from abuse requires a person to get honest and truthful with one’s own reality and life’s facts.

To heal, in the best possible way, taking on a very centered woman’s point of view is essential

if you are a person that has lived in the category of human socially constructed as woman for woman.

Getting reality and the facts straight is wellness.

My views can not help but look clearly at the direct cause of what was done to me

and other women, including how and why.

In the purest view seeing and holding persons that “abused” responsible is required.

This does not just include the most direct agents and actors of abusive behavior

but also the responsibility of the larger social and larger political powers and agents

that allowed the social circumstances that flourished.

This must include a comprehensive understanding of all the manifestations and ramifications without

omitting huge issues, ie. sexism and classism. This larger picture must be thoroughly understood

in it’s dynamics of and in relationship to a life in order to (all this is necessary to)

make an appropriate interpretation

of one’s behaviors, an emotional condition and what is needed for treatment.

truthtruthtruthtruthtruth



The labels of mental illness-disorders, whatever they may be, do not accurately nor efficiently help

because they are clearly not sound, concise words to describe a reality. They create a mystery.

They unduly place a problem, with many entrailings, inside a person instead of accurately

describing problems that are specifically from an external source and

connected to very difficult social situations and the large social environment

that a woman has been trapped in her whole life

while specifically and directly related to dealing with patriarchal power.

when fiction begins...when fiction begins...when fiction begins...when fiction begins...when fiction begins...
I am not saying that people don’t have any “problems” within themselves.

I am saying that the interpretation of problems

can easily be complicated, varied and wrongfully named.

The obvious large array of opinions from professionals themselves

 is clearly evident in the public sphere. Interpretation of a life and problems within a life

is a highly individual opinion (educated or not). Facts exist,

unless stereotypic, clear, “theorized” ideas and popularly fashionable, stories are

placed on a person instead. These stereotypical stories and ideas are not done by observation of life

but instead from the supposedly obvious and correct  abstract interpretation

planted by the most dominant, respected and loudest voices, usually not the individual survivor’s.

Strangely enough, these circulating fashionable ideas and stories (wrong or not) can be used

biasly and prejudiciously against victims even when professionals and people

do not even meet  a person or, for that matter, know them at all.  A real person becomes fiction, easily.

A real person becomes part of  a popular story until the next generation changes the story.

The reality of  life gets denied and replaced with a stereotypical label or currently popular story.

This is what is fashionable healing and help.



and people can’t tell the differenceand people can’t tell the differenceand people can’t tell the differenceand people can’t tell the differenceand people can’t tell the difference

life reduced to story;life reduced to story;life reduced to story;life reduced to story;life reduced to story;

a few words and imagesa few words and imagesa few words and imagesa few words and imagesa few words and images
Scientific practice is absent, void and nullified if there is no needed evidence from one’s own life!

According to current, popular methods, all that is needed is a social story placed on a person

and, many times, a prescription of drugs follows.

I consider this treatment completely inadequate and unscientific.



This very common mode of operation on how professionals treat humans, that is,  as deadened stereotypes with their sacred written texts is a

door wide open for professionals to make misdiagnoses and judgment errors. Clearly observation is necessary and observation of an hour or two

is highly questionable for something as complex as a human. Yet one who has, on the other hand, had decades of, intimately living and observ-

ing-experiencing one’s own behavior can make one a better expert about self to some degree. Ultimately, no one can fully grasp the

 complexities of the human. The soul can not be measured by any words we use.

Of course, with PTSD,  sometimes it is not the actual physical body or health that has long endured horrendous injury, what is the problem can

not be seen by quick physical observation; period. No comas, broken bones, lasting physical scars or damage of any kind have made their mark

on the body. Only the signs from extreme oppression take their toll on the body and posturing via the manifestation of accumulative emotional

burdens have left their mark and can be observed if you look closely. However, the soul, the invisible part of the human - the part you can’t see-

immaterial self, emotional and mental being - whatever you want to call it;  sometimes has gone through coma, brokenness and lasting damage

and scars, and so it is here that I am highly concerned about treatments for that part of human (obviously, and for good reason). It is also here, at

the emotional, mental and soul - the part you can not see - level, that this realm of existence is not scientifically and effectively articulated or

treated. Drugs may help the physical workings to some degree, but they do not help the other parts of an inner being.

The treatment is not wholistic.

They do not wipe away inaccurate thinking or facts one needs to face, for example. The traditional ways of psychiatry of treating and under-

standing this aspect of the human have been highly suspect. And although progress has been made over the last few decades, psychiatry and

mainstream mental health workers reduce solutions down to medicines too quickly. Just as the practice in the traditional medical field had its

specific failures for decades, psychiatry follows a similar historical practice; which is an extremely limited training and view based on diagnosis

of disease and drugs in complete omission of preventive and maintenance health. True human wellness and healing from illness needs to

incorporate healthy lifestyle practices, emotional nutrition and treatment of the body mind as if it has something to do with the cause of ill health

(of course). Currently, psychiatric training, like all traditional medical degrees, does not include a holistic approach nor understanding of what is

human mental (and environmental-social) wellness.  Indeed, there has been problems in even defining the term mental disorder.  I see this larger

medical predicament in connection to individual problems as extremely important.  The term, PTSD, finds itself embedded within this inad-

equate, supposedly educated world. To some degree, the road to wellness is blocked by social ignorance and intolerance to newer, better ideas

that inadvertently threaten status quo, authoritarian positions, belief systems, & existing financial set ups;

elements that hold power over one’s life. Many of us are learning best how to deal with this fact.

a life held in complexitiesa life held in complexitiesa life held in complexitiesa life held in complexitiesa life held in complexities

beyond a simple storybeyond a simple storybeyond a simple storybeyond a simple storybeyond a simple story



After many years of dealing with myself and my problems, I have come to

understand, as perhaps no professional can, what it is I go through and what

I am going through, including what has happened, what is happening now

and what works and what does not in my life. Yes, some of us are able to

do this. I have found many things that work for me that are largely

unknown to the majority of people but I learned this because of my

deliberate attempts at finding healthy practices for my life and a strong

belief, trust and respect for nature’s design for humans and not so much

for mankind’s arrogantly botched, lame replacement of natural design. I am

an environmentalist at heart and believe man can not, and never does, do a

better job than nature itself. He only thinks so...and then there are always

the consequences of his actions, usually detrimental to humans as a

whole...no matter how greatly we respect his inventions. Results are best,

for me, when I work with nature, and not in destruction of it, particularly

this applies for how our own essential beings were naturally designed to

function and how we were meant to coexist and live on this planet. These

two particulars, I believe, are what are the foundational sources of much of

humanity’s problems.

I went through a huge trial and error process in finding my way both with

professionals and without them. I have used my creative intelligence and

educated myself to understand this dark murky aspect of my life in order to

human wellnesshuman wellnesshuman wellnesshuman wellnesshuman wellness

wholisticallywholisticallywholisticallywholisticallywholistically on the planeton the planeton the planeton the planeton the planet

 survive.  Because of the longevity and endurance of my efforts, I have slowly

built a thorough and clear understanding that in some ways has grown into a

highly sophisticated knowledge. This is a direct result of many years of practice

(essentially a woman’s invisible and uncounted work and life) which most

directly includes all my years of human caretaking experience that I got

on the front lines of human problems, not just my own problems but having the

emotional responsibility for others. As a young girl of very tender years and an

older sibling of a very large family unit, my life began with being finely tuned

in receptivity and understanding of not only an immense sense of responsibility

concerning human life around me but a keen value and an always active paying

attention to human life and needs. I also spent many of my later years in quiet

observation, in study and reading. I reached, with the resources I had, to

incorporate all that was available to me from the larger society. I absorbed all I

could. Because of this huge knowledge bank and sophisticated thinking and

many years of experience, sometimes it takes much time for me to explain the

sense and order behind my thinking. Being creative and developing my own

views as an artist, no less, I have very different beliefs that include unearthing

underlying inaccurate, assumptions of humanity that are commonly held by our

current society. In the past few years, it has become clear that I can be easily

misunderstood and misinterpreted. Clearly, my extensive focus about these

matters is apparent in my writing now.



A current dilemma I face, in writing, as well as in life, is a com-

mon denominator that I faced all my life; lack of respect. Respect

(that is, lack of it), defined by paying attention and giving regard

and honor to detail, is the core element of all abuse and human

mistreatment that is blatantly and directly placed on “lesser”

members of society, especially those with problems. The obvious

contrast to this is the overwhelming and meticulous respect

society delivers to the well known and/or important people. This

dynamic continuum and interplay of respect is not based on who

is wrong or right but who one is, mostly occupation and wealth.

 I happen to be someone who is nameless to the majority of

people. I also happen to have been a woman and child; never a

man. Most of the abuse that happened to me happened because I

was first a child and then a woman and then gifted woman. I do

not mean to imply that is the sole reason I was abused. It is not.

Abuse, I believe, is a common dynamic of our cultural roots and is

strewn upon all. However, the kind and amount of abuse happens

to subgroups and can be systematic, almost automatic, to certain

social positions and/or who a person is. Certain things just don’t

happen to certain people when you have a systematic and

carefully orchestrated way of handling masses of people.

The dynamics of respect within our cultural values is indeed an

element that plays a huge part in my life that I have become

completely aware of. Lack of respect for me has become, in my

view, an opening for emotional assault; no less of an injury than a

physical assault. And in fact, all physical, emotional and sexual

assaults are born from a level of disrespect and emotional as-

saults. Respect for my body and my inner being is the solution to

all abuse; no matter what specific hybrid or variety of abuse it is.

Therefore, I have learned that the more respect I have and give RespectRespectRespectRespectRespect

myself, the healthier I am and the more distant I am from abuse. Abuse and

respect are like two ends of a see saw; when one side is low the other is

high in direct proportion. Not only do I see and know my personal abuse/

respect dynamics, but I also know the same dynamics at play in larger

society; in my everyday encounters with our social environment.  Just as a

person who has had a lot of car problems may come to learn alot about car

problems, I am a person who having had many inner being and relational

problems has come to understand human problems more than a person who

has not spent time and effort on such matters. I have learned from

experience.

I have a problem with how I have been treated by professionals and other

humans because among other things, education is a highly, pivotal piece of

how respect is played out in our present time. I know this first hand. Educa-

tion and knowledge is the most insidiously and commonly used tool for

disrespecting people since physical violence has become less acceptable.

Concisely, I have a problem with the blanket sweeping interpretations from

the educated professionals who use their position to dominate and control

others. I also have a problem specifically with how I have been treated as a

result of my acknowledging “abuse” experiences. That is, those precise

experiences extracted from my life and specifically picked to define me and

my behaviors, while at the same time, ignoring and incorporating a com-

plete disregard for a more wholistic view of me and my life.  For example,

the overfocus on varieties of abuse in one’s life and the underfocus on the

more damaging aspects of classism and poverty, widely unacknowledged,

along with the solutions given for these problems, respectively. In my view,

clearly a wholistic view is the most appropriate, not a stereotyping that

basically strips one of full humanity in no less a fashion than

stereotyping of any other group has done.



For the labeling of mental illness/disorder of

people, the stereotyping is multilayered from what

remains alive from historical views on the men-

tally ill (still used in film and television) to the

most recent efforts that give lip service to correct-

ing that historical problem but nonetheless

continues it with academically produced stigma-

tizing and demoralizing prejudices and new

stereotypes that remain distortedly rooted in the

same mindset that caused the problems and

especially creates and participates in the making

and continuance of many social problems such as

sexism and classism at the same time they declare

their treatments to be of value and successful. It is

clear that many people may believe that the

“improvements” in how the mentally ill are

viewed “should” satisfy. That labeling one with

PTSD is supposed to be good for them, an

improvement over past errors by professionals,

and help one feel better. And if not then it can be

seen PTSD/sickness that creates one’s inability to

see the good in the diagnosis and treatment. I hope

someday that someone will respect a human

enough to listen to the true experience instead.

Labeling one with PTSD is not always a positive

and helpful experience. It can be the opposite.

Someday we may hear the stories in more detail.

My dissatisfaction with our society at this moment

in time is based on what I believe to be a severe

PerpetratorsPerpetratorsPerpetratorsPerpetratorsPerpetrators

perpetrating, harm as cause of ptsd, inhumane treatment,perpetratingperpetrating, harm as cause of ptsd, inhumane treatment,perpetratingperpetrating, harm as cause of ptsd, inhumane treatment,perpetratingperpetrating, harm as cause of ptsd, inhumane treatment,perpetratingperpetrating, harm as cause of ptsd, inhumane treatment,perpetrating

lack and therefore, am not very grateful for the

progresses that have occurred. For me, progress is

too slow, especially because people are being hurt

all the time and there is much more activity based

on fixing the results than of prevention to begin

with!  It is clear in my view that our society has a

long way to go in understanding and clearing up

the causes and results of widespread problems in

human behavior and society that should not exist

in the first place. We have much ground to cover

until our treatment of humans is actually humane.

When most people think of inhumane treatment,

they think of the extremes of inhumane. Hitler

comes to mind. Yet inhumane treatment of

humans needs to be understood in more than just

the bizarre extremes. Inhumane as described by

Webster’s own definitions certainly would

encompass a large degree of our common, social

functioning - and is mostly certainly denied. It is

common that inhumane treatment is not noticed

as inhumane during the actual event, place and

time it is occurring; especially not recognized by

the perpetrators. It is rationalized, justified and

declared essential. Another denied factor is what I

call historical amnesia surrounding inhumane

treatment. There is a gap between some under-

standing of historical inhumane events and the

more recent and current ones. Most people gasp

at historical horrors, but seem to miss and feel less

responsible for the present ones.  Societal function-

ing is accepted as taught. There is also the

common practice and mentality of dividing our

perspective of humans into the not us, but them.

This denies that we essentially all exist as humans

that are the same. It seems easy to point to others,

strangers,  that may be treating humans in horrific

ways, it is harder to deal with, see and admit when

it is happening in our own very lives by people we

know. Common, historically understood in

concept, but contemporarily denied.....perpetrators

have not been stopped. Many people act as if they

don’t exist with the exception of a current social

vilifying of husbands who are perpetrators. It is

this element in our current social environment that

is the most scary to me....Inhumane treatment of

humans that is all around us but mostly denied.

Inhumane treatment has also been a practice of

American government and always as a result of

people in positions of power that is still active but

presently denied. Historically committed inhu-

mane treatment happened to groups of people by

white male dominant agents which included what

happened to my grandmothers and mother which

is of most importance to me because I was born

into it/this category and have yet to be released

from it. Domestic abuse and violence, and foreign

abuse and violence are the same. It is the location

that is different. Violence is violence.



How women are treated and portrayed in the larger media

environment and constructed in the academic environment

is something that I think should be seriously considered

and has profound implications for my own life today. I am

a woman that is living within this socially constructed

environment that is not only harmful to me with male

physical and sexual assaults possible and rampant but is

also corrupted with the emotional assaults of male

entitlements that literally can kill others amidst other minor

and major damage. This is yet to be acknowledged, let

alone stopped. As is true in much of women’s history, there

remains cultural ideas about women that are highly in

opposition with women’s true reality. This cultural element

complicates, exasperates and makes human wellness for

women a daunting task.  The fact that many other women,

lots of women, participate in this mistreatment of them-

selves should not mislead us into thinking that this

treatment of women is emotionally healthy, acceptable to

women or nonsexist. On the contrary, women’s participa-

tion in patriarchy remains for the majority of women as it

has always been; participation as accommodation is

essential to survival. Most women accommodate to

survive. (It is thus that some women’s accommodation and

survival are unresolved and are in process of finding their

own comfortable spot in this social context.) This very

situation can lead to a misdiagnosis of PTSD by some

women for other women. In fact, throughout all of

women’s history, women as a group have largely partici-

pated in the patriarchal norms against the best interests of

women as a group and themselves. Few women resolve to

fighting and resistance, although the numbers appear to me

to be growing. But that could be just a distortion and our

lack of women’s history and women’s lives. Today it is

precisely the images, defining, and understandings about

women that have been and largely remain in the hands of

those who have power to create those images, define the

words and time and power to study them. This power has

not, until recently, been in the hands of women with some

minor exceptions. It is the control of information and

images that is a battle that women have yet to confront on

a large scale and gain equal footing for in the cultural

environment. This is not the same as entering the male

workplace. Some women’s success in advancing their lives

as “independent and functioning in the same fashion as

men” in patriarchy does not indicate that women as a

group embody that success. In fact that success is actually

quite questionable. Like men and traditional social function-

ing, some women’s successes are actually used to oppress

other women. Clearly independent and functioning women is

an interesting topic, since the illusion of independent and

functioning men has always been a false one when one looks

at how dependent they are on others and the taken for

granted social environment that gives the illusion of their

independence. In fact, we are all interdependent and some of

the most highly respected people are those that are

dependent on the lives, money and work of the masses. I am

clearly describing territory that remains a large part of what

are foundations of my views, yet in doing this describing I

am off immediate point. I wish to state my objections,

beliefs, agreements and ideas about being a woman in the

social category of “abused” and labeled and interpreted as

such by others in the positions of power.

Women being treated like some kind of circus animal; like a

specimen to be studied and analyzed with intrigue, curiosity

and the pretext of needing to be “fixed” as if they are some

bizarre, unusual, malfunctioning creature is the first violation

of a person’s dignity and humanity; especially if at a

vulnerable time. This social practice is indeed a very

different and unique set of  “helping” circumstances than

what is actually required in treating a person that is harmed.

What needs to be done for a person that is harmed should be

very clearly... just common sense... and does not take any

highly trained credentialed people. But alas, the social

phenomenon of treating harmed and injured people within a

complex social system as ours, is a specialized,  dissociated

and highly abstracted practice. This practice is rooted

historically, precisely and specifically in our current society

because for generations, male authorities with the aura of

professionalism created by their own arrogance and power

and the power to create society, as well as recreate their own

power structures and ways to incorporate their own financial

rewards did so. But, at the same time, were completely

removed and inexperienced in the daily, actual practices of

caring for humans. The loss of a simple, direct view in

actual care of humans got lost - here.  Authorities had the

power to claim themselves experts when in fact they were

ignorant and blind to their ignorance. So the profession

instead was born enshrouded in mystique, blatant disrespect

and inferior posturing of patients, ideas of their authority

with illusions of, but structured positions of, omnipower and

specialized, privileged, knowledge making power, assump-
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tions about men and/or professionalism within a tradition

that was actually quite clearly devoid of the authentic

knowledge and practice of caring of humans. This is what

encompasses this social phenomenon we now have and

successfully distorts and twists our minds away from

common sense. In other words, we have lots of mysterious

words and power and authority, but no substance. We have

theories but little accountability for the consequences of

applied theory over the long term. True caring and help of a

harmed person is not mysterious, does not require credentials

or specialized knowledge. It is the practice of what caring

people know as good human treatment when injured. Yet it

seems this knowledge of true caring and help has

disintegrated in our society at the same time women and the

disrespect for the activities and professions of caring has

continued to erode up against the more highly respected

positions of professional doctors, scientists and professional

workers that have expanded their practices to dizzying arrays

of help for humans. (Trust me, I can explain how I came to

this conclusion in explicit detail but sorry, I must leave that

explanation for another essay.)  And of course, much more is

involved and needs articulation but I think I’ve made my

point. This complex system of treating harmed humans is, in

part,  a malfunctioning development of humanity’s previous

practices that developed slowly over time and our rooted in

the very flaws of our current social environment... and also is

a malfunctioning in itself generally. It- the helping profes-

sionals and their practice - is not very effective or productive

for humanity as a whole and does not address root causes nor

sets in motion systematic actions for prevention. Even the

assessments and perspective of their own results of treatment

on humans is very narrowly defined and lacks accuracy.  It’s

current basic practices are not the best way to treat harmed

humans. In fact, all the foundational structures and unques-

tioned assumptions of professionals treating humans ignores

how much of that phenomenon benefits professionals much

more so than the patients. How to treat harmed, frightened

humans is something I have had a lifetime of  immediate

practice in as a caretaker. From fully grown men to small

babies, I have always recognized their fear and dealt with it.

It is my own life experiences and common sense that have

served me in my solutions far greater than the abstracted

highly specialized language, theorizing and stereotyping

including dissociating of facts about myself and my life by

professionals and educators. Ironically, I had to take a long

trip down the psychology road in order to see this because I

didn’t have enough trust in myself at first, but instead

believed in the honored experts and authorities instead - until

their own limitations and failings became apparent to me.

Originally, I had to go to them cause I was no expert (I

thought.) Count on myself?  I wasn’t always so critical as I

am now. In fact, my first exposure to a clinical setting many

years ago was one of total trust and confidence in profession-

als. It is experience and knowledge that has allowed me to

become increasingly critical and more realistic about the

ambiguity in their actions. I must also admit that there was a

huge degree of unlearning that I had to do from the

education I got from male authorities before the picture came

into clear focus.

The present day professional, systematic process of treating

the harmed looks very strange when one considers how one

normally would treat a person that is harmed. In fact, how

one normally would treat a person that is harmed does not

happen, nor even comes close to happening anymore. (And

has become so marginalized in our society that it is

becoming increasingly close to an extinct human behavior.)

On the contrary, falling into the realm of requiring mental or

emotional help actually does the opposite (of normal help) in

a sliding scale degree of options on how to be harmed from

minor to extreme, in particular, from the professionals down

to family members, friends and ordinary strangers who in

some way come in contact with the now, newly, categorized

(mystified- only doctor understands) person. Being black, or

female or a garbage collector wasn’t enough of a basis for a

lesson in treating and degrading humans, now there is a

whole new set of dynamics to describe and treat people by

labels and prejudices while what is essentially needed by the

person harmed remains a lack and a flaw in our cultural

atmosphere. The basics of what is needed, for example,

tender love, is not a practice of our cultural values, particu-

larly when one is ostracized into a labeled mysterious

condition. Fear is what is more readily found as a common

base of the subsequent interactions. Treatments don’t include

the essentials of love.  Instead, it opens up a person to be

harmed. For example, stigmatizing, prejudices and disrespect

still embodies treatment of women who are recipients of

sexual violence and get marginalized apart from “normal”

women, including and sometimes, especially from women

working for the unfortunate women. The difference, at the

moment, is that the new stigmatizing and prejudices are

completely socially acceptable without any dissent.  In fact,

it is considered improvement so many women absolutely

embrace the new categories. I don’t. The end result is that we

now have a society of women trying to reconstruct them-

selves into a new molded idea of what women should be

currently in our present society. This doesn’t look too

different than a socially constructed women in previous

generations (learned by my knowledge of women’s history

and largely unknown even to women) and none of it will

ultimately stop patriarchal power. That is really up to the

men; no matter how we as women behave or act. It is like

new fashions; how women are to dress and how they are to

act, can change and have complete reversals of how to be

even within one’s lifetime. Bell bottom pants have now been

fashionable twice in my lifetime, too bad I trashed them

during the out of fashion time period. Note this same pattern

of women’s fashion but not just for dress and looks, but for

women’s ways of being, personalities and psychological

states and the expectations that society demands of me; a

woman caught in continuous changes of what woman are

suppose to do and be this season.

And suffice it to say, it seems a complete waste of energy

and futile struggle while men in power do not have to go

through such antics.
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think.think.think.think.think.

High on the list of objections for me is the

term mental illness in and of itself. History

of the practices and ideas of mental illness

are intrinsically tied in with patriarchal

defining and controlling.  In fact, native

american culture had no concept or word for

this “condition” that we call mental illness.

My view and belief is that the concept of

mental illness embodies not some condition

within a person as much as a created con-

cept and condition and practice intertwined

and knotted within our specific culture

practices interwoven with our unquestioned

and inadequate definitions and behaviors of

human/mankind (as well as subcategories of

humans) that do not sufficiently incorporate

full humanity into our social understandings

nor does it incorporate the direct conse-

quences of our cultural ideas and practices

on humans. Yet laying this needed articula-

tion aside for its own specific essay at

another time (or see my book titled Nor-

mal), mental illness as a term is just down

right false wording in many applications.

There is a direct correlation between appropri-

ate education of women’s lives and women

themselves and their fall into disastrous

mental health experiences that are suppose to

be healing. The clearer we understand our

own realities as women the clearer are the

solutions for our lives and the less we are

harmed. Labeling women with a focus and

rhetoric on disease and illness serves society

far more than serves women. That treatment,

itself, is a violation and exploitation in the ruse

of “help” while society continues to be

lacking in taking any substantial actions to

eliminate the causes of daily harm such as

sexism, racism and classism. Information

produced by women for women is still highly

marginalized and disrespected. Speaking up to

powerful authorities that inherited practices

from the forefathers has happened, but not

near to the degree that disrupted any of those

faulty practices.

An injury is different than an illness. An injury

requires a different treatment than an illness,

any medical professional should know this. It

is utterly amazing to me that our society’s

most elite can function with such downright

mistaken words and practices and the masses

can be completely taken by their power.... and

not because of logic. Losing sight of injury

and having incorrect treatment would be a

malpractice for typical medical doctors and

should be. Losing sight of immaterial and

emotional injury is a socially inherited experi-

ence and we are all born into it and that is why

it is invisible.  It is how inhumane behavior

occurs. The other reason that we as a social

group lost sight of injury is because injury of

the human was and still is common practice of

our culture, particularly of authorities who

used (and still do) harm as a method of social

control. How could those who were causing

emotional harm diagnosis emotional harm for

what it was without coming to the conclusion

that they were causing the problem? The

answer: mental illness and mystification.

After this fact is counted and deeply re-

spected... and then studied within our society

comprehensively - everything is obvious and

does not need special training, I hope I said

enough  and I don’t think I need to say more

about how our social functioning is rooted in

harmful practices and almost completely

devoid of loving practices. On the other hand,

perhaps, I do need to share my view since it is

rooted in women studies. Read on.

 No doubt that there exists  initial genuine

gestures to help  by professionals  but this

“help” is suspect when it is highly entrenched

in the practices that have been identified with

oppressive regimes historically. At best, some

professionals believe that stigmatizing,

prejudices and stereotyping should not exist,

but professionals can not seem to confront this

practice they do when it is the basis of rewards

(like money and prestige) and their benefits

for social positions and jobs.

power to name.power to name.power to name.power to name.power to name.



The very term (mental disease) itself is nonsensical,

a semantic mistake.

The two words cannot go together except metaphorically,

you can no more have a "mental” disease” than

you can have a purple idea or a wise space.

E. Fuller Torry, MD from his book

the death of psychiatry, page 36, 1974, Chilton Book Co. Radnor, Pa
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False wording and misnaming of reality is undeniably a large part of the tradition of psychiatry

 and they have not seemed to learn from their past mistakes.

Right now psychiatry is strongly enforcing and entrenched in treatment of mental illness with drugs.

If brain chemistry is really the problem and if drugs are the solution, then mental illness is not the correct term.

Dealing with something in the brain chemistry is not dealing with something mental as we normally know mental,

it has to therefore be a disease of the body.  It would then be a body illness

the term mental then needs to be terminated.

The truth is I do not believe behaviors-unusual or not, language expression - disorganized or not,  and feelings - right or wrong

are completely body chemistry.  Many scientists already understand the physical world far beyond reductions to chemicals and biology.

We do have a part of us that is not physical and as yet can not be examined with the most powerful of their technologies

and it is this part of us that has long been misused, misunderstood, misinterpreted, and never scientifically analyzed appropriately.

In fact, scientific study in the roots of proclaimed objectivity required scientists to overlook it as if it didn’t exist or count for them.

The it is our humanity.

They continue to overlook humanity in their traditional habit in their rhetoric of brain chemistry and mental disorders.

Most of Einstein’s theories have yet to be considered or applied by psychiatrists.

While there are many questionable aspects to the current dominant ideas,

I will discuss a few that seem pretty obvious to me.

Within the discussion of PTSD, we are dealing with a person that has been harmed.

that has been harmedthat has been harmedthat has been harmedthat has been harmedthat has been harmed

dealing with a humandealing with a humandealing with a humandealing with a humandealing with a human



An injury is different than an illness.

An injury requires a different treatment than an illness, any medical professional should know this.

It is utterly amazing to me that our society’s most elite can function with such downright mistaken words and practices

and the masses can be completely taken by their power.... and not because of logic.

Losing sight of injury and having incorrect treatment would be a malpractice for typical medical doctors and should be.

Losing sight of immaterial and emotional injury is a socially inherited experience and we are all born into it and that is why it is invisible.

We were not taught about it and we were taught to not look at it.

The other reason that we as a social group lost sight of injury is because injury of the human was and still is common practice of our culture,

particularly of authorities who used (and still do) harm as a method of social control.

How could those who were causing emotional harm diagnose emotional harm for what it was

without coming to the conclusion that they were causing the problem?

The answer: mental illness and mystification.

After this fact is counted and deeply respected...

and then studied within our society comprehensively - everything is obvious

 and does not need special training,

I hope I said enough and I don’t think I need to say more about how our social functioning is rooted in harmful practices

and almost completely devoid of loving practices.

On the other hand, perhaps, I do need to share my view.

harm causes injury
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an injury is not an illnessan injury is not an illnessan injury is not an illnessan injury is not an illnessan injury is not an illness

an injury  is not a disorderan injury  is not a disorderan injury  is not a disorderan injury  is not a disorderan injury  is not a disorder

an injury is not a diseasean injury is not a diseasean injury is not a diseasean injury is not a diseasean injury is not a disease
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Love has not been researched, practiced,Love has not been researched, practiced,Love has not been researched, practiced,Love has not been researched, practiced,Love has not been researched, practiced,
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The fact that the first assault happens to aThe fact that the first assault happens to aThe fact that the first assault happens to aThe fact that the first assault happens to aThe fact that the first assault happens to a

child does not make it an illness in anchild does not make it an illness in anchild does not make it an illness in anchild does not make it an illness in anchild does not make it an illness in an
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even for years until he comes to reevaluateeven for years until he comes to reevaluateeven for years until he comes to reevaluateeven for years until he comes to reevaluateeven for years until he comes to reevaluate

and know what society is really about.and know what society is really about.and know what society is really about.and know what society is really about.and know what society is really about.



LoveLoveLoveLoveLove Love, itself, is a term and concept that more or less is marginalized, colonized and ghettoized to segments of

our society and individual and social experience instead of being an integral practice of ordinary every

moment, every day human relations in both thinking and practice in the social structure of our very existence.

Love has not and remains NOT part of the social structural functioning of our inherited practices, even and

especially in religious traditions regardless of the rhetoric about love and their recent efforts surrounding it.

And love, as we think of it, is only the ghetto practice coming from years where countries, nations, laws,

religions and families were designed for other purposes, not love. The society we have was created for the

purposes humans designed and intended it to be. They were successful in their own goals. This basically being

tied intricately to laws on material possessions; including humans as possessions or more precisely, humans

regulated to fit the economic arrangements and structures. For example, the motivations and laws concerning

the acquiring of private property and accumulating wealth continues to be a flowering human phenomenon

because we have a structure designed for that purpose...no matter how much it is killing our own species.

Love never made it as an important facet of how to structure a society. This is up to us and future generations,

but first we have to begin to believe in the possibility and validity of having societies built on the foundation

of love instead of material accumulation and wealth. In fact, all we inherited and know of love is so mixed

with the economics and power, it is obviously corrupted.  The very definition of love is vague and

unarticulated and loaded. By loaded, I mean a term that carries too much of human experience to be clear.

Clarity and articulation is MUCH needed. With all the specializations of academic disciplines we have and the

rampant practices of researching and articulating life on endless topics from black holes, to entomology and

phytomediation, it is quite an interesting phenomenon that there is not this same human practice or specialized

language or respected study for love. No special terms or categories. It is almost taboo, indeed controversial,

to start a real serious discussion on love. Why? Cause it is sacred?  An untouchable subject? This needs to be

properly investigated when sacredness and untouchable subjects have historically been tied more to

economics, corruption and power and what is perceived as morally right for the superior humans than to the

real definition of sacredness which just means incredible respect. What is sacred, again, is another essay, but

sacredness needs to be questioned to make sure that what we consider sacred is really what is worthy of

sacredness, especially when we are all living in the knowledge that much of what should be treated

as sacred is not.

sacrednesssacrednesssacrednesssacrednesssacredness



   non-harm   non-harm   non-harm   non-harm   non-harm

I believe that, among many other things and devoid of the romances, love might be

considered just plain good human treatment. Defining and naming what is good human

treatment would be profound and an undoing of our social practices specifically because

good human treatment is NOT the roots of the basics of our specific interpersonal

actions, in any human relationship today (embedded within inherited social structure), in

our complex social environment. In fact, structurally, economics is the rooted basis, but

(unbelievably) this is denied even while we are all trapped in living it out. We don’t have

laws based on love.  Creating love will happen large scale when the proper and accurate

motivations and goals for love are implemented and people choose that action. This

would be entirely different than the processes now, including protecting people from

harm and many other practices we have today.  Even human rights is still about

ownership. Rights come with ownership. Respect and love needs no ownership. In

summary, I have a vision (part of my creative, artistic visionary outlook) of imagined

possibilities of how to treat humans and have practices of good human treatment, not

only individually, but also part of the social structure of our society. While the ideas can

be deemed grandiose and idealistic, no ideas on how to move to a better functioning of

humanity can be afforded to be overlooked. In fact, there is nothing we have today that

isn’t created by humans and there is no reason why we humans can not create something

different. Our advances in society have been technological. Advancements for human

relationships and behaviors have been tremendously resisted and incredibly slow to

change. Far too many people do not have any good ideas at all and admit to being

clueless. In fact, it is partially fashionable. We can’t do much about our social dilemmas

is a common phrase. Due to the practice of writing, historical records and story making,

we have a practice that actually repeats past human errors epidemically. Without so much

emphasize on written materials, we might actually learn much more quickly. Too often

those that do have ideas and/or power results in too many people reaching to historical

practices and ideas to create a better moral society and that can not possibly pull out the

roots from our traditions of ill human treatment. Going backward in any way is not the

solution. New ideas and forward motion is necessary. Believe it or not, this is what I

consider to be the basis and foundation in correcting and knowing the difference between

illness and injury. Without a proper understanding of what is good human treat-

ment, how does one logically and scientifically know what constitutes bad human

treatment?

IncredibleIncredibleIncredibleIncredibleIncredible
RespectRespectRespectRespectRespect

 If we don’t have a way to deal

with ordinary people and harm,

how can we accurately deal

with those abnormals who are

ill, traumatized or damaged?



The PTSD label and other mental disorders are classified under the category of mental

 “illnesses/disorders” by official authorities. The term and it’s specifically and categorically picked

criteria is blatantly and undeniably, inaccurate. It is a fragmented and abstracted term that lacks a

wholistic view; but has a specific view that can be described and placed, scientifically, in the

political and social practices of the culture at large that is rooted in a

warped value laden framework of masculinity.

The historical practices of how MEN have dealt with emotional injuries and harm

are tied to traditional thoughts concerning mental “illness”.  Males socialized to “brush it off”

 and deny the existence of their own emotional tender selves into “men are not emotional”

(healthy men don’t have emotions was, at one point, a fact grown out of historical beliefs).

This socialization served a purpose.

In my view, it served the purpose of preparing men for battle; war and to win at all costs.

Men learn, not about emotions and nurturance, but about war and competition; how to fight and

how to win. This behavior is rampant and is, for many men, a part of how to deal with all

relationships at all times.

what does masculinity have to do with it?what does masculinity have to do with it?what does masculinity have to do with it?what does masculinity have to do with it?what does masculinity have to do with it?
(as socially constructed and valued in the last 5 generations)



 A huge mistake, in my opinion.

Not surprisingly, as a woman, my experiences kept me completely separate from this

training. I learned how to nurture; how to lose and not fight or battle.

Women’s newest movements have had to teach many women how to battle.

It is not a coincidence that my view is at such odds with the world at large.

It is not even uncommon.

What is uncommon is that I am in a position born of audacity and talent to write about this

while losing and/or giving up, setting aside,

the practice of caring for children and others

(sometimes even myself)

which is what my sisters and many mothers are still doing today.

I broke out of the mold I was in and dared to think for myself,

and be true to my own creative thought among other things.

Nur t u r e ;  n o t  f i g h t  and  ba t t l e .Nu r t u r e ;  n o t  f i g h t  and  ba t t l e .Nu r t u r e ;  n o t  f i g h t  and  ba t t l e .Nu r t u r e ;  n o t  f i g h t  and  ba t t l e .Nu r t u r e ;  n o t  f i g h t  and  ba t t l e .



Harm and injury are core life experiences that

can be interpreted and handled in a variety of

ways, undoubtedly. Denial of emotional harm

and injury is not just a practice of the mental

health industry, it is a practice of most men I

know and to a lesser degree, women.

Children, unfortunately, follow the practices

of adults before they can think for them-

selves. I have observed for years how the

humans around me deal with emotional

harm especially of harm by humans.

Denying it is rampant, especially publicly.

Injury can not be denied when one is dealing

with something now termed “post traumatic

stress” disorder. It is clear to me that with a

blanket foundation of denial over human

emotional/soul injury itself, first in terms and

wording and then in actual practice, there is

no accurate basis of knowledge to deal with

life experiences that are so harmful as to be

called trauma. Society has come at this

backwards. Professionals over the past 50

years have started dealing with human harm

by the most horrific and damaging harm, the

traumatized, yet how can the ones harmed the

most be treated when there is no study and

understanding of common or simple harm?

I believe that a thorough understanding of

harm and harmful practices must start with

the most basic elements and grow in under-

standing to the more complex. This view is

nothing less than scientific as any scientist

would investigate life. To do this, society

must look at not the traumatized, but harm

in it’s most simplistic forms. It is no

coincidence nor accidental how our society

operates, there are many true connections to

be seen and acknowledged in all this “yet to

be noticed/ seen” area of life. To turn the lens

of evaluation off the most harmed and onto

the basic, common everyday practices of

harm, the harmed and the harming is to place

the critical focus of evaluation on men in a

large way. At least, one social scientist has

now said that the socialization of males is at

the root of violent crime since 95% of violent

crimes are committed by men. Of course,

this was made completely possible by social

beliefs that women were emotional,

incompetent, inferior, fragile and weak. And

since these are the things I was taught about

who I was, I have developed an understanding

of these human aspects first hand, by

experience. A view coming from a member of

a group of the harmed (and weak) versus a

view coming from those doing the harming

will be at odds.  It is clear to me that harm as

experienced and practiced today is not some-

thing innately human; but instead highly

influenced by teachings of what is considered

normal and appropriate for specific humans. It

is clear that human practices surrounding

harm of humans can not be looked upon if

those harmed are not acknowledged as

harmed but instead as ill. Mental illness can

never be understood accurately until the

specifics of injury are understood, seen, and

treated accurately. What is truly illness and

what is injury can be known, in fact.

     society must looksociety must looksociety must looksociety must looksociety must look
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When I start seeing the word mental or

emotional injury instead of mental illness or

disorder, I will be glad and feel safer in this

world knowing that a first step has been taken.

To use the term illness makes invisible the

who, what, how, why and when including the

exact specifics of injury and also the results of

the situation of the harm inflicted. It erases the

harm and all the factors of harm. (I’ve read

that the native americans clearly saw this

Eurocentric practice as one that solidifies and

makes racist and sexist power unstoppable.)

It takes immediate focus off of the who and

what and sets up a framework in which the

view becomes filled with fiction to replace

powerful experience and eliminate facts

directly connected to the environment. It also

places an inaccurate and inappropriate focus

on the victim which includes faulty critical

judgment. If you think about what use to

happen to domestic violence and rape victims

prior to the last 15 - 20 years, you can get the

picture of what I am talking about. The

process of illness is used in replace of real

terms that would clarify and build on parts of

our social existence that are in reality all

around us but not yet in our current awareness

or descriptions. Perhaps the most damaging is

the labeling and theorizing that incorporates a

built in bias that discredits the victim to speak

her legitimate views in plain language and

allows no environment for her self expression

in a credible and respected way.

Professionalized language replaces and

mystifies otherwise clear facts. On top of it,

her views are immediately perceived as

distorted and discounted, not by any of her

own words, but by the very functioning of the

phenomenon of illness and it’s definition,

professionalism and tied social class privilege.

Experts seem to be able to fill the victim with

fictionalized, marketed theories created by

“professionals” and highly paid in book sales

and speaking engagements....and the victim is

silenced because her views are supposedly

distorted.

To use the termTo use the termTo use the termTo use the termTo use the term
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There are some professionals that believe that post traumatic stress is not a disorder at all. Some professionals

believe that mammals, like humans, whales, bears  and tigers, are designed to handle trauma. There is an innate

human capacity to navigate and deal with life’s traumas. I tend to believe this too.

The question is how much of innate humanness can we draw upon in our current social environment and how

much our own social practices and beliefs exist that interfere with nature’s design for optimal human functioning.

PTSD is a term in a language that was born within a culture that had limited views, knowledge and understandings

about humans. No matter how arrogant medical professionals can be and are; their ignorance eventually has to be

dealt with. Kali Tal says in her book, Worlds of Hurt, that PTSD is not a new, unusual condition. It is a common

human condition and that we are in the first generation to conceive of the possibility of living without trauma. This

is my paraphrase of her words. So contrary to the view that traumatized individuals are the abnormal, mentally ill

dysfunctioning persons, reality may be that if you consider yourself normal you may just not have come to

acknowledgment of some facts about your own life. Denial in society is common. Sexual violence, rape, battering,

abuse and subsequent treatments have only in recent decades become terms to describe and deal with main

practices of our culture. Our ability and work to create and define terms for our lives is not complete. There is more

to be named. The accurate words and naming of emotional assaults and harms (in all its variety) that are common-

place are only beginning to be looked at seriously. Specialized and articulate words are needed. Inhumane

treatment may, at this point in our view, be tied up with acts such as committed by Hitler, in the extreme, but, I

believe, inhumane treatment is one of the main characteristics of our structural environment and there is no one

that has lived outside of this. Like rape and domestic violence, other unquestioned practices in our cultural need to

be spoken about in truth. Until harm is seen and understood within a proper context, the definition and

understandings of humane treatment and it’s reality remain elusive, hard to grasp and literally undefined. What is

humane treatment? Have any of us received it in our lifetime? How do we know if what we think is normal is

never questioned as inhumane?

mammals are designed to handle trauma



My next objection is that the supposed causes of PTSD are specifically and biasly picked

out of life’s enormous pandora’s box and become highly selective and narrowly viewed,

while the large amounts of complexity of life are ignored. It is clear to me that PTSD in it’s

categorizing of human behavior is done by the (embedded) racist, sexist, (perhaps classist)

mindset that is common for participants in our culture because it was all taught to us via

our social institutions and the roots of their learnings. The elements of sexism and racism

within the viewpoint are obvious to anyone who looks deeper into the defining and I will

be illuminating this as I further expound my views.

sexist and racist view

male supremist values embedded



My view is radical which only means that it gets to the root. I work from the idea that in other

indigenous cultures like, the Native American, historically these social phenomenons are not

even in practice, conception or language. I work from the basis that PTSD, the term and cat-

egory, is deeply rooted in our specific social interactions and creations of them. I work from the

facts that our Eurocentric roots come from a highly violent and war ridden landscape and

attitudes so much that this rooted behavior destroyed and conquered every other cultural form in

its path and is now self destructive. I believe that with the historical European warring mentality

and practice that it might be easily conceived that none of our ancestors lived a life without

trauma and we not only need to see trauma but also the impact of trauma through many genera-

tions. I believe that America is in full swing of potentially repeating some of the worst aspects

European history unless we recognize it and stop it. I believe it is important that we seriously

question what we believe because it is error in belief systems that cause humans to treat each

other so badly while recognition of harm is justified and sometimes even unnoticed as harm. I

work from the belief and motivation that human functioning has unlimited potential to create

and live in a nurturing and loving social atmosphere...and much room to progress in that direc-

tion; that being an understatement. My experience has shown me that I have lived in a social

atmosphere that is very war like  and in fact, my ancestral roots, as are American roots from

Europe’s religious wars, are born from the refugees of a war ridden environment,  (for me,

Alsace and Lorraine, Germany. The site of the witch burnings, 100 years war and the 30 years

war). I take into account the males in our environment that have experienced war or training of

war and their impact on families and our governments and historical social structures directly

linked with these warriors. I also understand that for generations before me my mothers were

legally raped and physically assaulted with no protection from the law or society. I believe war,

among other social traditional functions, is not natural to the human but must be taught first.

The domestic and foreign violence today, especially the ever increasing acknowledgment of the

reality of violence against women is helping our society to recognize and deal with this war like

inherited trauma

cultural atmosphere in a more positive way

than ever before. It must be noted with no

domestic violence shelters; members of our

society were socially free to violate with no

one to stop them. It is clear that humanity in

the last century has developed its potential for

harm as far as it can go; and sits on the brink

of its ability of its own self destructiveness. It

is the other aspect of humanity that must now

be understood and developed.  That is, the

potential of the human to be unharmed, and

even possibly loved in a way yet unimagined.

It is nurturance and loving that our society

must develop. It is good human treatment and

the ancient structures of bad human treatment

that must be understood clearly to understand

how to move beyond that which we inherited.



The physical assaults are easier to see

than the mental and emotional assaults

on the human. Yet the emotional war

like atmosphere that is so common

place as to not even been seen as war

like is one that ultimately can not be

denied.  Yet denial exists largely and in

part because of the traumatized/bury-

ing of emotion on the matter of the

majority of people and the larger

agreed upon illusion- socially accept-

able structure. In other words, the

source of our troubles is rooted in the

very things humans do to survive a

horrific environment and multiply this

by several generations. To have a

nurturing environment is also to em-

brace a sissy environment; a culturally

unresolved problem for those who are

bias to man values and can not em-

brace what was traditionally segre-

gated to the female and in some ways, sissy? pussy?

Yes!

came close to almost complete extinction.  Man socialization and beliefs are the

biggest barrier faced, and I think that is good news. I use to think there was no

hope. I now know that is not true. My first request is that males, and all people,

stop saying sissy and pussy with such hatred and contempt. The qualities of a

“pussy” or “sissy” are absolutely necessary for experience, outside of war, and

for the experience of full humanity. This is especially true for loving relation-

ships. Men themselves suffer greatly from the social war they exist in by male

peers in the requirements of their specifically demanded way of being a man-

human. Being full humans is the more revolutionary requirement.

Males don’t learn this. Neither do females. Learning and creating a new way of

safety is the way. America, and its men and to a lesser degree, women, has with-

out doubt prided itself on it’s strength and heroism, not sissyness nor nurturance

and that strength has been strategically placed in opposition, not in compatibility

with the lesser values that our country is sorely lacking.  Imagine what it would

be like to have a nation take on a pride for being nurturant. The behaviors of

countries are nothing less than childish to a grown woman who has mothered

and taught children how to get along without physically fighting. The needless

deaths and harm on everyone is absolutely unnecessary!  I can say that with

assurance because I remain strong in my belief that man violence is socially

learned and can be unlearned. No experience teaches me this better than having

giving birth and raising two males myself.

s t o p  t h e  an t i - h uman  ha t e  wo rd ss t o p  t h e  an t i - h uman  ha t e  wo rd ss t o p  t h e  an t i - h uman  ha t e  wo rd ss t o p  t h e  an t i - h uman  ha t e  wo rd ss t o p  t h e  an t i - h uman  ha t e  wo rd s



Humans, born and raised, are culturally seduced into the values of what is in that view at

their time of birth and younger years and are thus, in need of a larger view, for not only

the healing of harmed humans but for a better, and the best society possible. The values

needed for America’s strength as traditionally perceived inadvertently are the sources of

the elimination of an environment of love, tenderness and nurturing to the point where

the possibility of having a social environment free of harm, but indeed, warm and tender

is not only considered an impossibility but is not even viewed as desirable. This in itself

I find totally incredible! It is clear that every human alive today has a vulnerable, tender

self that is not free and safe, but is usually hidden and denied behind highly elaborated

defense mechanisms specifically because our social environment is not emotionally safe.

Most humans would agree they want more love as well as a better quality of life. The

vastness of human potential is constricted by our own limitations to effectively deal with

human harm and create a safe world.

looking beyond whatlooking beyond whatlooking beyond whatlooking beyond whatlooking beyond what

we werewe werewe werewe werewe were b o r n  i n t o b o r n  i n t o b o r n  i n t o b o r n  i n t o b o r n  i n t o



With the facts of an emotionally and physically unsafe world that we have to survive in, I

seriously wonder if a condition conceptualized as PTSD would exist outside of our culture.

The question of the skeptic might ask, Is there an outside  to our culture? Of course there is.

There is huge difference between what is happening in our culture today and what might be

normal  human conflict and violence. I tend to view it as I do polluted water. In polluted water,

the basic qualities of the water are disturbed and have turned the substance itself harmful.  It is

not harmful in its proper state. The basic qualities of the humans of our time have been dis-

turbed within a similar fashion. Pollution of humanity was created by the same mindset that

created the pollution in the natural world. (Another essay on the specifics of how this happened

and what it consists of is due sometime in this lifetime, I hope. Resources and time being the

obstacle for me), The manifestation of behavior of what we call PTSD if analyzed is more a

product of a specific set of beliefs and circumstances than anything else. It is culturally created

and defined. It is obvious that inherent social factors play a part. For example, removal from

natural rhythms and a more human existence contribute to that which we end up describing as

PTSD and as well as being a part of the creation of the condition. If we’d all be more in touch

with our own bodies, senses and natural rhythms and energy and not be conditioned with false

beliefs and automated functioning about ourselves, we might all respond to trauma in a com-

pletely different fashion. We might all “lift cars”  in states of emergency, for example. This

hypothesis parallels the fact that mammals are designed to handle trauma as Peter Levine

suggests in his book, Waking the Tiger.  It is this that makes me believe that it is our cultural

beliefs that contribute to the condition we call PTSD. There are many, many ways that our

cultural conditioning plays a part in PTSD...and I will explain this in more detail in the

upcoming pages.

a polluted culture...a polluted culture...a polluted culture...a polluted culture...a polluted culture...



The mindset; how one thinks, drastically can effect a person’s behavior. How one behaves is always a manifestation of how

one thinks and is taught to perceive things and too many times our everyday, normal way of thinking IS the problem we are

having, not just individually but socially and systematically. It is thinking, not behavior.

To make things even worse, for example, the psychological manifestation that results from the characteristic monotheistic

stereotypical violent, powerful, harming God (that is possibly like a cancer in our social psyche system); the god as all

powerful, all self-righteous as male, leaves an imprint on a female mind that creates a situation involving a female as power-

less and fear ridden (even mixed with confusion of love) that would not exist in a polytheistic or Goddess culture.  It is the

extreme qualities in one place and person in juxtaposition with the opposing qualities in another place and person instead of

more evenly distributed attributes minus extremes; Such as evil and divine distributed more equally, or power and powerless

more evenly experienced. Not so powerful. Not so powerless. Not so superior. Not so inferior. The extremes exist in our basic

cultural ideas of God, man and girl and are imprinted on psyches of all humans alive. To say it another way, it is, at least in

part, our cultural definitions, our large complex society, and a person’s sense of powerlessness within these conditions, ideas

and beliefs that are factors within symptoms of PTSD.

learned powerlessness in socializedlearned powerlessness in socializedlearned powerlessness in socializedlearned powerlessness in socializedlearned powerlessness in socialized

ideas and relationshipsideas and relationshipsideas and relationshipsideas and relationshipsideas and relationships



This same God, the holy father, psychic imprint traditionally taught to women is then transferred to

“father” and “father figures”, authority figures and even husbands; the omnipotent that leaves a

woman more terrified than is necessary and allows the males more power than is actually realistic.

This psychological phenomenon is in contrast and complements our cultural ideas of what a girl is;

especially a little girl that than later can create a condition in many female minds that would then

easily manifest into terror, horror and helplessness because she is told she is weak and helpless and

defenseless against omnipower. She is also humiliated as a girl, simply for being a girl, by the large

male dominated culture and it’s values that are believed not to exist in little girls. Surely all this has a

part in the terror that one lives and plays out in actions and choices that one does or does not take

unless one has specifically removed this cultural teaching from one’s mind.  A person does not take

action if one believes oneself is nothing in face of the all powerful. This is, at root and foremost, a

cultural BELIEF rather than a “disorder”; or illness, especially for those considered female. In other

words, this belief of what a girl is in the presence of God/Man/Father/Authority in action and the

acting out of this belief can look a lot like PTSD. And in contrast, those humans that align

themselves and believe themselves powerful; to having the qualities of a powerful God, then

would respond in a very different way.

some ptsd behaviors rooted insome ptsd behaviors rooted insome ptsd behaviors rooted insome ptsd behaviors rooted insome ptsd behaviors rooted in

teachingsteachingsteachingsteachingsteachings



PTSD behaviors can be confused and/orPTSD behaviors can be confused and/orPTSD behaviors can be confused and/orPTSD behaviors can be confused and/orPTSD behaviors can be confused and/or

interpreted from other elementsinterpreted from other elementsinterpreted from other elementsinterpreted from other elementsinterpreted from other elements

deeply rooted in psyche,deeply rooted in psyche,deeply rooted in psyche,deeply rooted in psyche,deeply rooted in psyche,

mostly unrecognized by the dominant mainstream.mostly unrecognized by the dominant mainstream.mostly unrecognized by the dominant mainstream.mostly unrecognized by the dominant mainstream.mostly unrecognized by the dominant mainstream.



There is a difference between being overwhelmed and PTSD, for starters. Being overwhelmed is a part of the PTSD

experience as typically defined. I think the two elements can get easily confused and misdiagnosis can occur. Being

overwhelmed is a condition that is acceptable in only certain recognized “understandable” situations. There are some

situations where the element of being overwhelmed is either not understood, denied, or unrecognized or blatantly rejected.

When victims are overwhelmed by “people” versus, say, a tornado or tsunami, it is the relationship with people that is not

understood. Historically, we understand a person being overwhelmed by a tornado and we do not diagnosis someone as

“sick” because they are responding to that situation as humans do. Their immediate inability to function as they do in normal

conditions is easily understood as with tsunami victims without a diagnosis of mental illness.  (Of course, with the new cul-

tural leaders of pro - PTSD labeling, people are now being diagnosed for such events.) But this does not hold true for abuse

situations and human interactions. Historically, people were not understood if they had behaviors appropriate for being

overwhelmed in relationship to other people and devastation of their lives, particularly those that were victims of powerful

people in social situations. And in the realm of that misunderstanding, they were wrongly seen as deviant, crazy, sick, weird,

strange or officially, mentally ill.

not always a sign of disordernot always a sign of disordernot always a sign of disordernot always a sign of disordernot always a sign of disorder

being overwhelmed is a normal human condition,being overwhelmed is a normal human condition,being overwhelmed is a normal human condition,being overwhelmed is a normal human condition,being overwhelmed is a normal human condition,

the response is the result of human perpetrators,the response is the result of human perpetrators,the response is the result of human perpetrators,the response is the result of human perpetrators,the response is the result of human perpetrators,

like tsunami, a part of life eventlike tsunami, a part of life eventlike tsunami, a part of life eventlike tsunami, a part of life eventlike tsunami, a part of life event



The same holds true for the psychological term, dissociation, and perhaps many other normal

human behaviors. For example, when a person is at a normal job on a typical work day and is

overwhelmed, one focuses on the task at hand to get through the day. For example, putting other

things, like paying overdue bills urgently needing to be paid (at home), out of the mind for a time.

It is even important one forgets about important duties from home while one is at work. It is

actually required to be effective. All concentration must be put into the task at hand, for example,

performing a presentation at a corporate meeting with clear thought. This typical dissociation is

not ever seen as an illness, yet the person clearly has “dissociated” from other aspects of their

lives. It is seen as normal functioning. When a person might get overwhelmed, not just with the

tasks at hand, but the actual situations of one’s life, or with one’s emotional responses to certain

events, a person handles those situations with the normal function of dissociating and narrow

focusing. It is a highly effective human skill and yet has been turned into a eerie sounding illness

by professionals. In fact, not handling certain segments of one’s life in a very effective manner of

dissociating can actually produce accusations of “not following through on things”  or “being

irresponsible”, or even more confusing an accusation like “scattered”!  Imagine a tsunami victim

getting this judgment and treatment as the first step to help - instead of addressing their urgent

physical and safety needs. So it can be seen how a person’s response is misinterpreted and can be a

target for all kinds of accusations when in fact the person is functioning in a very proper and

effective way and the major problem is that there are ignorant people making false accusations and

not conscious of the circumstances.

Dissociating is not something consciously taught and learned; it is an innate ability.

It happens automatically for humans in any time of crisis.

focusing on the important stuff firstfocusing on the important stuff firstfocusing on the important stuff firstfocusing on the important stuff firstfocusing on the important stuff first



 like rape and domestic violence use to be, like rape and domestic violence use to be, like rape and domestic violence use to be, like rape and domestic violence use to be, like rape and domestic violence use to be,

there are particular events in people’s livesthere are particular events in people’s livesthere are particular events in people’s livesthere are particular events in people’s livesthere are particular events in people’s lives
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rather than see with clearness the eventrather than see with clearness the eventrather than see with clearness the eventrather than see with clearness the eventrather than see with clearness the event

and it’s results and thus the logicaland it’s results and thus the logicaland it’s results and thus the logicaland it’s results and thus the logicaland it’s results and thus the logical

actions of the victims.actions of the victims.actions of the victims.actions of the victims.actions of the victims.



Short term memory leaves the mind as focus

is placed on the task at hand, especially if the

emotions are running high at the same time. I

have also heard much fretting about short term

memory loss associated with sickness in

people. Again, the short term memory loss is

normal and appropriate human functioning,

but instead there are accusations that some-

thing is “wrong”.  Again, short term memory

loss is imperative for functioning in our

everyday job and life situations that can be

overwhelming. We could not think straight if

we had to keep everything in our minds at

once. No one does. It is just specific short

term memory loss that comes up as stigmatiz-

ing as wrong/abnormal/ill and it is those

situations we do not understand that makes

the significant difference. In situations where

our lives or circumstances or emotions are

overwhelming or overwhelmed, focus on the

immediate issue at hand is necessary. In these

situations, it is “normal” to “dissociate”, to

have “short term memory loss”. It is impera-

tive to optimal functioning. It is a common

human practice, but when one behaves

naturally like this with issues in their personal

lives in relationship to the, sometimes,

overwhelming social environment, situations

highly dependent on submitting to authoritar-

ian power, inhumane structure or to being

harmed by the larger male dominating group,

these natural techniques of optimal function-

ing are seen as illness. It is blatantly inaccu-

rate. Behaviors associated as a result and

absolutely connected to the true environment

are disregarded and treated as abnormal rather

than incorporating a clarity of the true social

situations. It is for this reason that we also do

not have a socially acceptable way to allow

people what they need under these particular

circumstances. Instead we create situations

that people are  “suppose to be normal” and

“function”. We totally distort this “lack of

functioning”  and it is often associated with

the ruse that something is “terribly wrong”

with the person. On the other hand, if we had

a true understanding of what a person needs

after an overwhelming event with authoritar-

ian power as we do when a person’s home is

destroyed by a tornado, we would have an

appropriate disaster relief system and it would

not have to necessarily include doctors.

Devastation, horror and terror require many

other things;  a loving and supportive commu-

nity, for example. Imagine if the only solution

to a tornado survivor was not help in finances,

emotional support or rebuilding one’s life and

basic necessities, but all we did was hand a

survivor a prescription of drugs! Devastation,

horror and terror require the same humane

solutions regardless of what the cause is. That

humans can create these conditions in other

humans is the first thing that needs to be first

acknowledged, understood and then stopped.

Most mental illness as we see it would cease

to exist if we acknowledged authentically

the truth in our social relations and structure.

That is, the harm of humans on other humans.



This requires a commitment to being able to address the truth of

our social environment and the reality of people’s lives. At the

same time, it is very appropriate, at first, for many “victims” to

remove thoughts about the nonessential factors in their lives that

are not the immediate things that need to be dealt with. Yet the

counselor and therapist actually can bring into play the

“dissociated” things contradictory of the optimal functioning of

the human causing a psychic conflict “in the name of help”. This

conflict will not be seen immediately or may never arise if  the

person remains inauthentic, after the overwhelming aspects have

passed. Truths can remain buried for years, as therapists well

know. The artificially, integrated self  “helped” by authority than

becomes nothing more than a new social phenomenon of an old

functioning of society, the constructed socially acceptable woman

in terms of the dominant, all over again.

Truth in our social environment
Truth in our social environment
Truth in our social environment
Truth in our social environment
Truth in our social environment



Part of the reason for the prejudice against normal human functioning in certain situations

and the subsequent diagnosing and treating of illness is that of ignorance and misunder-

standing, but it is more directly related to the social functioning of people and institutions in

positions of power that hurt, disrespect and exploit humans and the, historically, inability of

that power to be confronted and spoken to. Too many parts of our society throughout the

20th century were given a godlike status and therefore left humans with power open to

essentially act as if they were beyond humanness; beyond mistakes and wrongs. We still

have this today although who and what can be confronted has altered to a degree. There is

string of beliefs that create the social dynamics I am describing.

Human behavior is seen as a problem to the exact degree

that we require humans to have a specific acceptable behavior.

The larger the society has grown with the implementation of manufacturing placed literally

on the humans and their lives, (treating people as number in a huge mass) the more time

people are confined to situations that require exact behavior application and repetition. With

the advent of psychology and more recent psychiatry, authorities have taken onto them-

selves a defining of the world for humans, which itself has moved the world from a free-

dom of behavior to one in which we are constantly being bombarded with messages about

what is right and wrong behaviors in incredible complexity. In fact, double messages are

part of everyday functioning and a person can be easily perceived as a problem and have no

way out because each behavior can be named as a problem. It is clearly obvious that psy-

chiatry has been moving into that direction for some time. More and more the human world

is being defined as sick and disordered. This might be a good thing if what was being

produced was accurate, but it is not. True mental wellness needs to come from removing

underlying inaccurate assumptions that are rooted in centuries past and already known to be

wrong in other realms.

prejudiceprejudiceprejudiceprejudiceprejudice



PTSD, as a diagnosis, entity, constructed concept, thing, taken out and

apart from of a very real social context, disconnected from particular situa-

tions that we are in is in itself a process involving aspects of overwhelming

factors. The labeling is an act of dissociating; dissociating the person from

the social environment. In other words, PTSD diagnosis is a fragmented

dissociation term because seeing the larger context can be overwhelming

for those researching the problem as well as the patients. It is easier to see

a patient as needing to be adjusted to society than to see that the profes-

sionals and society might need to adjust to the reality the patient is bring-

ing to awareness. It is a historically known fact that psychologists them-

selves have been unable to deal with people and social reality all along and

are slowly coming closer to more truths in our lives. We aren’t finished,

folks! There is more to uncover and name. Although rape and domestic

violence and child abuse is now being openly acknowledged, this is just

the tip of the iceberg of what else needs to be acknowledged about our

society that many are resistant to admitting and not even wanting to know.

The illusions we carry keep all of us safe from harsh realities.

whose overwhelmedwhose overwhelmedwhose overwhelmedwhose overwhelmedwhose overwhelmed

and unable to deal with reality?and unable to deal with reality?and unable to deal with reality?and unable to deal with reality?and unable to deal with reality?



There are more behaviors identified as sick/wrong by professionals that in other situ-

ations are not considered the same way. Many times it is a person and situation that

makes the behavior wrong. For example, what is natural for heroes, mostly seen as

man are sicknesses for women. Women are not seen as being heroic within their own

lives even when they are doing incredibly heroic acts, because their actions, behav-

iors, work and lives are devalued. Traditionally, women were not viewed as heroic.

This occurs because women’s reality is denied, and supplanted with only what is

valued, male reality. The larger women’s reality, in relationship to male dominated

culture, is itself one that places women in many situations that require heroic behav-

iors yet because the situation is not perceived in its true context, the woman is open to

distorted perceptions, usually done so in a negative light. More than one of our

foremothers has said that courageous women are perceived as crazy. It is no joke that

women’s history is filled with courageous women who have been forced by society

into mental hospitals sometimes with treatments that were completely contrary to the

social changes these women were pioneering.

who is sick when?who is sick when?who is sick when?who is sick when?who is sick when?



I imagine that 200 years ago, the world was not so large in communication methods, school hours,

number of people, etc. Mass communication was barely in infancy. Global conception was only an

occasional thought rather than a common framework of life as it is today. It is for these reasons that I

believe dissociating among other symptoms like being overwhelmed are normal as a way to react to our

present modern conditions and the consequences of globalization and nationalism have had on the

individual. The human is limited as to how much sensory information one can take in anyway. This is

one of the often denied aspects of being human or should I say one of the inhumane mistakes of

authorities. (Note how news networks can flash 3 messages at once and are on 24 hours a day; this is a

megachange from the beginnings of nightly news in the 1960’s or before that, the daily newspaper. How

much news is given is not how much a human might handle for their own good, but how much the media

can squeeze in as little time as possible.  Manufacturing news I call it). Sometimes other institutions, like

corporations,  are guilty of the same thing. This is only one example, and news this way is an option.

Work environments are less so. Humans are constantly being forced with no choice into situations from

the larger system that does not consider the consequences of it’s own actions nor can fully grasp what

one person does to another, particularly in the relationships that have power differentials. School systems

are not too much different with the increased information load on students. The overwhelming aspects of

our lives is definitely connected with the social context of what was and is taught and how one must

function in the social environment which is vastly different than it was 100 years ago. In other words,

the beliefs around being a human being overwhelmed in general need to be

scientifically and critically analyzed.

take a looktake a looktake a looktake a looktake a look

    you are not    you are not    you are not    you are not    you are not
a ta ta ta ta t
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And we, as a society, are also biased as to only certain situations that we “claim”

overwhelm us. It is not coincidence which “issues” are “seen”.  It is what happens

systematically. It appears to me that some survivors are stigmatized and selectively

picked as a group, claimed as survivors and suffering from PTSD in a world where

the human is treated as a machine (in all our acceptable practices). Overwhelmed

with traumatic situations is common, but denied because the manifestations are not

readily clear because we do not hold accountable the actions of particular people in

positions of power that do the overwhelming.  You have to look and notice them.

Who is considered traumatized and how a traumatized person behaves has gotten a

general theory line but much more needs to be learned until the larger picture is

clear. In other words, the narrow view, definition and diagnosis of PTSD needs to

be opened up, and dismantled.

narrow viewsnarrow viewsnarrow viewsnarrow viewsnarrow views



There is no discussion about how the human is and can be completely overwhelmed with our

complex, large society and with its demands, not just one particular event. I believe that being over-

whelmed is a part of the socialization experience in child development, particularly and specifically

for the female because that is what I have focused on understanding. Carol Gillian calls it the patriar-

chal wall. I have not done enough research on male development to know if it is true for males. But

my suspicion is that males hit the patriarchal wall from a slightly different angle. The patriarchal wall

is something so common we don’t believe that anything is wrong because it is normal for us. Nonethe-

less, children are constantly up against overwhelming situations but this all needs to be scientifically

analyzed. However, given the people in my life that I have observed, it appears to be a childhood

experience for everyone. More is happening than just being overwhelmed such as a whole multitude

of feelings get buried as a woman just to accommodate social demands; dissociated from the “inner

self”. Perhaps there is a better way to say this, though. There are areas of life with no words to put to

the experience. To be organized would be to be in a full reality of our lives as a woman and to do that

means to be in conflict with the system so to avoid that conflict; suppression and accommodation must

occur. What must be overcome is the daughter/woman role as enforced on us. At the present time,

daughters confronting patriarchy are very few and so daughters true voices are silenced systematically

and dominated in mass numbers with few exceptions. These girls, like all girls before them, grow up

and then have to find the resources within themselves; confronting those forces as a girlwoman. The

daughter role is as much a part of the social training as the woman role is and the daughter role must

be talked about. Daughter’s rights are a virtual unknown, yet it is every woman having gone through

the process of a girl training that needs to be understood first before women’s rights will be understood

accurately. It is, in fact, the girl role, training and experience that lives in the core of every woman.

Some women end up with a more comfortable fit than others depending on situations and strengths.

more questioningmore questioningmore questioningmore questioningmore questioning



PTSD’s understanding is born from the mindset that is man defined and man trained

by man values and masculinity. It embodies the entire construction of underlying

assumptions deemed true in and for the male existence; the values, prejudices from

that view of their world. It is very selective to what part of human experience goes

into the category of PTSD.  The fact that PTSD is being used to describe millions of

women and sexual assault victims disturbs me. One has to have a clear vision of

women’s history to see the patriarchal patterns operating today in the same fashion

as they did 100 years ago with unpleasant results for the whole society and future

generations.

open the mind and seeopen the mind and seeopen the mind and seeopen the mind and seeopen the mind and see



To make a diagnosis framework of PTSD leap from Vietnam Veterans to Battered

Women, is a act of selective viewing. There are only certain elements that apply to

both situations. As Louise Armstrong has stated, war veterans were trained to go to

battle and had guns themselves. There is much that is different between the two

groups and therefore I believe the language labeling is again inaccurate to fully

describe women’s realities. It is once more, placing a male defined reality unto a

situation for women that, in that particular reality, does not exist for men. This is not

new. This is how our sexist society operates. Males and patriarchal agents, whether

male or female, have the power in language usage and control. Males described

women’s sexuality, mothering, and now their traumatic experiences through a larger

lens that is invisible but universally man’s; leaving women’s reality unspoken.

Women do get raised as women culturally and it puts them in a multi-dimensional

reality in relationship to society. Part of their existence is the un-maledom, yet the

other part is within maledom. Their existence is built on conflicting ground.

women’s realitywomen’s realitywomen’s realitywomen’s realitywomen’s reality



I can’t give a thorough, comprehensive understanding of women’s history in one small piece of writ-

ing so let it suffice to say that 100 years ago women fought for educational rights as women are strug-

gling today with oppression surrounding their work lives. At the heel of the struggle 100 years ago

came a backlash of the “hysterical” woman. This labeling calmed the waters and stigmatized and

discredited the women that were acting from the truth of their very lives.  The labeling of women in

the last 20 years; all labeling but in particular the PTSD label is the new wave that calms the patriar-

chy and stigmatizes women that otherwise would be conveying truths the society is not ready to

acknowledge. Like the waves of an ocean that crash upon the beach, each one may seem totally

separate but in fact are all born and part of the constant motion of the entire body of the ocean. In this

case, this wave of weak, damaged, or ill woman is born from the body of the society. It is the ocean

and not the waves we need to focus on, not the crashing of individual ones on the shore. The waves of

the weak woman movements help to stabilize and keep patriarchy in place particularly at the times

when women have gained some footing to confront issues. This psychological movement in this time

has within it a weakening of women and a distraction from addressing the real sources of the problem.

Women once again believe that they are weak,  ill, damaged just as women believed they were frail

and incapable. The other option would be to not see the women as dysfunctioning but instead appro-

priately functioning. This is what is missing. The understanding of a woman, not as someone who has

some sort of pathology, but someone who is behaving normally given the deficiencies that this culture

has for systematically isolating women’s experiences to control them combined with the false teach-

ings of what women learn about themselves and the world. It is this overview sight that I have gained

from women studies; particularly women in history and psychology. It does not even occur to people

that women’s PTSD “experience” or “symptoms”  might be able to be defined in terms of strengths;

or seeing the strengths. What is ironic is that they have been for men for a very long time.

women’s strengthswomen’s strengthswomen’s strengthswomen’s strengthswomen’s strengths



To get to the point, the partial mythology of the weak woman, the battered woman, the what

is wrong with that woman phenomenon...(although a step ahead from women’s previous

hells) embodies the invisible, unacknowledged, encompassing phenomenon that surrounds

the very concept and thus is needed to uphold the ideas of PTSD and the patriarchal social

body. In other words, the understanding of the patriarchal society in operation as it normally

operates was not seen or acknowledged during the process of PTSD’s growing acceptance

in the 1980’s and 1990’s, yet one does not exist without the other. Actually, there are times I

believe women should know better. Particularly, women should know better than to do this

to other women. But we all see what we were taught according to how we were taught to

see and it takes an experience or some examination and questioning to see things

differently; beyond the patriarchs. When the traditional modes of women and man, weak

and strong, fear and terror are desexualized at the root, there can be no concept as PTSD as

today it is framed. It is a sexist term in it’s most basic underlying assumptions.

Those assumptions are embedded, not necessarily in the consciousness of the persons

today who believe and use the term, but in the inherited categories

in our thoughts and definitions defined by previous generations.

man supremacist mythologyman supremacist mythologyman supremacist mythologyman supremacist mythologyman supremacist mythology

sexist rootssexist rootssexist rootssexist rootssexist roots



But before I go any further, if I have not already lost my reader, I hear the cries of

Yes, but....PTSD is not sexist in application as it was a term first created for men

of war, not just about women. This appears true to some degree. I am aware of the

long historical list of words used to describe the condition (shell shocked, war

neurosis, Gross Stress Reaction). PTSD certainly is not just used for women. In

fact the negative connotations of being weak and the strong, social, patriarchal

value of being strong as patriarchy defines strong, effects every human being,

not just women. Knowing that it is hard to dismiss that the larger dynamic here is

patriarchal values at a deep and broad social level.

The criteria for PTSD is to experience intense fear, helplessness or horror.

This very criteria is in complete opposition to masculinity.

To experience any of these elements or at very least to admit to them

would be to be less than a man.

This is what I mean when I say it is sexist.

To have man be the standard, healthy category of life at such a basic, unexamined level

is to reveal the powerful patriarchal power of perception at work.

What doesn’t exist, could and should is to have full humanity

and value, see positively and honor the totality of human behaviors.



My view is different coming from the other side of life;

one who is deeply rooted in nurturing and not violence as a source of ending conflict.

In fact, it is this very thing overlooked, another perspective and way of being,

that allows violence to happen to such epidemic proportions.

Man-humans who dissociate, repress or disown from their own fear, helplessness and horror;

men who distance themselves from their own feelings

which allows them to stand apart from specific humanity in themselves

and others humans; these men and humans like men

will not be diagnosed with PTSD.

So it could be said that the complete opposite  of a PTSD victim

is the heroic, soldier, macho type, successfully repressed non - feeling, man-human.

and the honors go to whom...?and the honors go to whom...?and the honors go to whom...?and the honors go to whom...?and the honors go to whom...?

for what?for what?for what?for what?for what?

shameshameshameshameshame



The labeling of the behavior is, in part,

seen as illness and disorder because the

behaviors are inconsistent with what is

considered appropriate and manly/

human. Also because many men who

are traumatized  - treated in inhumane,

horrific ways - do not act and respond

with the same system of beliefs as

women do. They do not understand. In

some cases, humans do not perceive

certain situations as horrendously

inhumane or harming.  They do not

have PTSD symptoms for that very

reason, but instead traumatize others

with their own “unseen” traumatized

selves intact. This harmed, perhaps

traumatized self not exposed in the

human as masculinity manifests itself

differently. What we perceive in many

circumstances as the behavior of a

male (not actually seen traumatized) is

manifested as powerful, rational, ac-

ceptable, hero male. Sometimes hero.

PTSD, therefore, is in part,

a sexist labeling, not in the

application as much as the creation.
Sometimes criminal. Not as PTSD.

PTSD as known is only one set of

characteristics or behaviors that are a

result of trauma. Men are not trained

to fear, show fear and therefore can

be traumatized and never react with

helplessness, horror and terror

which are the symptoms  of PTSD.

As we know, there are exceptions to

this way of being human, even for

men in certain situations. The PTSD

symptoms never surface but play out

differently. Is one then not traumatized

if one does not exhibit the symptoms?

Hardly. Instead they, in their own

traumatized state, can become

traumatizers. Their souls bear the scars

as callousness to humanity and insen-

sitivity to those around them. I do not

believe that helplessness, horror and

terror is not felt in men in general, it is

that they are socialized to not feel or

ACT like women in dealing with

those feelings. And men who act like

women can then be diagnosed with

PTSD, not because they are seen as

acting like women, but because acting

like women is so deeply embedded and

disapproved of in our way of living

from the inheritance of our ancestors.

The feelings in men if not expressed in

what is categorized as PTSD, become

forces that drive these men to be

traumatizers to others. Yet no one will

be labeling traumatizers any time soon

as a human that is in unnatural, ill or

damaged state. However, I believe this

is an unnatural state I see around me in

the world in epidemic proportions

because my very life experiences do not

include behaving in such a manner. My

view is clear on the differences. This is

what is very disturbing. Trauma and life

experiences in general in our sexist,

racist society must be examined with a

thorough understanding of a person’s

social place otherwise an accurate

understanding of life’s experiences will

be generalized and be part of the

continuation of 3rd and 4th generational

mutations of that idea that at their

source are rooted in sexism; man

superiority ideas and patriarchy.



I should have something a whole lot more than PTSD, what would be the word for the state that

I am thinking of, my own reality as I see it? No word suffices. What is it? the place? the state?

...where the majority of women are because of male violence? Although most of them do not

have the heart on their sleeves like I do, I see it below the surfaces of their lives. Too afraid to

look. Perhaps not full blown. Not so much on the surface. Hidden underneath the props of their

jobs, their houses, their money, their relationships.  It is all around. PTSD does not cover it.

PTSD is not an accurate word.  I don’t have the word either, yet.  The best I can do is say that

there needs to be a term for people growing up in an atmosphere of a cultural concentration

camp; not a physical one like in Germany or Oklahoma, but a cultural concentration camp. One

where people are camped in groups by ages, by sex, by races, by occupational status, by material

wealth, by laws on how they can act with others at the deepest levels, by abuse, and violence that

allow for inequalities that kill in the most extreme, but harm all from having a quality of life that

is, to most, unimaginable...as it has been slipping away from humans for quite a while. One

where the human can not be fully human because the authorities have defined it out of existence

in the very terms and definitions of subgroups of humans and behaviors, inferiority and dishonor

and shame - and the laws. One where segregation is never questioned. One where the mass

education is so biased and indoctrinated in people toward important people’s experiences that

masses can no longer see their own. It would be as if a Hitler type mentality thrived and subju-

gated groups of people, dominated them by laws, harsh punishments and at the same time

brainwashed them and their offspring. To me, this is indeed what happened and is readily admit-

ted now in most academic institutions to some degree. Maybe not the perfect explanation but

defining this isn’t easy. The mindset that can cause genocide in America of native americans less

than 100 years ago, conquer Hawaii or invade other countries, enslave black americans or create

sexual slavery for women is also taking it’s toll on it’s own people - it’s children and future

generations.  These days it is embedded in our systematic processes...and in one form of a

genocide which is acutely being visited on poor people. Nobody is counting the unnatural

deaths, because they are common, nor is anyone holding other humans accountable for who are

responsible for these unnatural deaths. It is all part of the system, as if no one is to blame. If you

are doing what is systematically correct, then you can feel free to harm humans and look the

other way. Genocide is the killing of people in groups and it is only a matter of calculation,

seeing clearly and due respect until we acknowledge this. It is only the overlooking or our not

looking at the authentic connections between people and their concrete, specific interactions with

each other. What one person does to another or perhaps 1000’s can be noted. This is especially

true for the linked actions between the powerful, wealthy and privileged in their connections to

the nameless people that are directly impacted by. It is what is not being looked at that needs to

couldcouldcouldcouldcould

whatwhatwhatwhatwhat
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Fear is present; always present.Fear is present; always present.Fear is present; always present.Fear is present; always present.Fear is present; always present.

It doesn’t reside in the past or future.It doesn’t reside in the past or future.It doesn’t reside in the past or future.It doesn’t reside in the past or future.It doesn’t reside in the past or future.

The Present moment is the moment to deal with fear.The Present moment is the moment to deal with fear.The Present moment is the moment to deal with fear.The Present moment is the moment to deal with fear.The Present moment is the moment to deal with fear.

 Overwhelming fear. Fear is a feeling. Overwhelming fear. Fear is a feeling. Overwhelming fear. Fear is a feeling. Overwhelming fear. Fear is a feeling. Overwhelming fear. Fear is a feeling.

Most fear is experienced apart from the imagined fearfulMost fear is experienced apart from the imagined fearfulMost fear is experienced apart from the imagined fearfulMost fear is experienced apart from the imagined fearfulMost fear is experienced apart from the imagined fearful

circumstances, before or after the actual event.circumstances, before or after the actual event.circumstances, before or after the actual event.circumstances, before or after the actual event.circumstances, before or after the actual event.

Make sure that I am not living from a source of fear inside me fromMake sure that I am not living from a source of fear inside me fromMake sure that I am not living from a source of fear inside me fromMake sure that I am not living from a source of fear inside me fromMake sure that I am not living from a source of fear inside me from

my past experiences or future imaginings; as best I can.my past experiences or future imaginings; as best I can.my past experiences or future imaginings; as best I can.my past experiences or future imaginings; as best I can.my past experiences or future imaginings; as best I can.

Stay in the moment.Stay in the moment.Stay in the moment.Stay in the moment.Stay in the moment.

Prepare for dangerous situations; but not reduce life to avoid them.Prepare for dangerous situations; but not reduce life to avoid them.Prepare for dangerous situations; but not reduce life to avoid them.Prepare for dangerous situations; but not reduce life to avoid them.Prepare for dangerous situations; but not reduce life to avoid them.



The movie Independence Day hints at the notion of sexual abuse by aliens, if I remember

right. At least this is what I thought of upon watching it. Note that aliens as perceived by Earth

humans are powerful, unknown, threatening creatures that produce intense fear and a sense of

powerlessness and lack of adequate defense in the human. The film left me with this thought.

The psychological terror that a common man has toward powerful aliens is understood, yet not

really spoken or subject of analysis. It is one portrayed in movies often. With the relative social

positions as they are created by law; women and children can and do, at times, have the same

perception towards men that men have towards uncontrollable powerful creatures from an-

other planet. Women and children don’t need aliens from another planet to scare them out of

their wits. Men, as socialized, trained and defined and implemented by law, are in that posi-

tion, to scare the wits out of someone; women and children. By law and group membership,

men have created a vast systematic world that protects them from other groups of men or

trains them to fight them. Women and children have not had this organization of group nor are

they protected. The lip service of protection only applies to men protecting women and chil-

dren from other males. When women and children are in conflict with the men and social

system that are suppose to be protecting them; whether in a particular family or state or coun-

try, the systematic protection of men fails women and children and protects men with few

exceptions. Women and children know this and live accordingly. There is no CIA, no Army,

no laws, no courts, no lawyers and not even their own family.  The elements involved in the

relationships are fear and terror at the face of a power that is much, much greater than their

own and from which they have no known guarantees and means of self defense and

protection. They acquire none of the protections that have been elaborately designed for men.

This has been the history of the world. It is unnatural for a human to be so powerless in the

face of other humans and organized groups of humans. Yet our system is built for this unnatu-

ral power imbalance. The few steps that have been taken to arrest this condition are drops of

water in a vast sea of male rights, Not that those steps aren’t important ones... We aren’t done.

 lack of power and defense determines lack of power and defense determines lack of power and defense determines lack of power and defense determines lack of power and defense determines



The other day I drove up the road behind

Smithville.  As I approached the farm where

the Weavers use to live, there was a school bus

ready to pull out on the road and waiting for

me to pass. The bus had turned around at that

farm at the end of the county line, like it

always did...at the same spot it always had

when I was a kid on that bus years before.

Every day we went up there and turned

around, for years, but that was over 20 years

ago.  I rarely had that memory in all those

years although I passed that place frequently

since it is only a few miles from my home.

This particular day I looked at the busdriver

and I immediately recalled our old busdriver,

Woody. I hadn’t thought of Woody in years.

This memory was provoked by the similarity

of the man driver and my sensory apparatus

was triggered by these visual details. I had

known other busdrivers who took that same

route, but this day I remembered Woody. My

point is that memory is triggered by sight,

sound, smell...the senses in connection with

outside circumstances. This is how we func-

tion as humans. We pull our hand back from

the stove before we consciously register in our

brain that our hand is burning.  We live by

senses more than we want to admit. But in our

society, we’ve been taught to think everything

is about the rational mind and about brain

functioning and we believe the body is not

responding properly when in fact it is.

It is therefore possible to say that the busstop

itself or a bus alone did not trigger the

memory of Woody, other visual details were

necessary. It is also possible to say that “flash-

backs, etc” are retriggered by present day

situations and sensory stimuli, not a phenom-

enon of PTSD that resides and exists in the

person alone. It is always combined with

outside environmental factors. It appears very

clear to me that the conditions for PTSD

symptoms are not  IN A PERSON separated

exclusively from environment as if environ-

ment has nothing to do with it;  as was ex-

plained to me by professionals. And in fact, if

survivors had the ability to move to a new

environment that is safe in reality,

permanently, then survivors may be much less

triggered or not triggered at all...in the same

fashion that I was not triggered to remember

Woody until the details of visual clues were

aligned to do so. The biggest question is what

part of the environment is safe and who is the

expert who can say?

to askto askto askto askto ask
someonesomeonesomeonesomeonesomeone
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safe.safe.safe.safe.safe.

flashbacks,triggers...flashbacks,triggers...flashbacks,triggers...flashbacks,triggers...flashbacks,triggers...



When you wake up and are dumbfounded by

an event

that is not the same as PTSD.
 (can we make sure we know the difference?)



The act of writing is a significant element that twists and wraps and enables the stereotyping of PTSD. Previously

the powerful - only - had the ability to write and have their words credible and counted. Even today professionals’

words count more. It was the writers in the last 100- 200 years that produce all the written materials that created

the world we are in today. All the regular operations of power previously innate are taken away.....for many. What

is not seen is whose writing is dismissed, whoses voices are heard, what is valued by those that produced media

and writing.

Journaling works for a tool to give voice because journaling, especially for a woman, is moving and taking action

into the process that was denied her as a woman and her group, historically. The structured world we have today

was created by man writing and women’s self is engulfed in the writings and the manifestations from male

writing. If we humans lived without all the writing, what would we experience? Freedom? Individuality?



More on Trauma

My experience is that trauma is a

particular set of feelings.

Unarticulated emotional life.

Trauma is not an articulated term.

It is leaning toward fiction as it

removes it from facts of what is

part of the experience; the common

parts, not of the “unusual experi-

ence”, but of what parts of the

usual personhood is effected.

Trauma could be said to be a state

of extreme upset. In the feelings -

prejudiced and feeling-illiterate

culture we live in, there are always

vague and confusing words to

cover up emotions because the

traditional male was taught he was

not emotional and this way of

being was systematized as normal.

Having one believe one is not

emotional and then creates that as a

standard for society, is a disastrous

thing for human emotions. But in

this case, as in many cases, the

word trauma just mystifies and

makes something larger, blow out

of perspective and distorted than

what it really is. It also covers up

the dynamic of power between

people.

Trauma is a mystery word. It takes

an experience and divorces words

that would make word connect

with physicality, fact and environ-

ment. It works in the same way that

other “diseases” in our time work.

In other words, the reaction is the

same as one has to other diseases.

If one is told one has cancer or one

has diabetes or heart disease, it

immediately puts one in a state of

fear and concern and the need to do

something to fix-cure the illness.

The problem is that in our culture,

medical doctors have largely failed

at treating many diseases that stem

from mistreatment of the body and

in fact, they have treatments that

cause disease, complicate the

original problem and also mistreat

the body. Medical doctors have

achieved better success and ad-

vanced more with injury rather

than illness. Surgery and chemicals

are very effective treatments for

some human unwellness but not for

others. As time goes on, many

illnesses are found to be related to

our lifestyle, how we treat our

bodies and if we are not giving

ourselves the proper ingredients;

like water, exercise, good food, we

become ill.

Trauma is not a disease, but it is

treated as one. It is more akin to an

injury. In fact, it is commonly

known that one is traumatized due

to harm. Trauma is not something

that is in a person that needs fixing.

Trauma is not some malfunctioning

of the body that one need to be

afraid of . There is a natural

process that humans experience.

Being told one has trauma results

in one’s self moving to fear, feeling

powerless and thinking one needs

experts. It makes one feel they can

not handle themselves alone.

Trauma is not an unusual event. It

is a part of everyday life in the

same way much of what is human

is,  but worse. As a society, we

need to move out of the state of

fear and hype of “trauma” itself.

The only reason we do need to

respond to trauma is that we

inherited human disrespect. It is the

human respect that people now

offer to what we call “trauma”.

Instead of fear,  the opposite is

trust, trust in self, trust in body, and

trust that one is not diseased for

life. This type of trust is not

common. One more time.

It does not have to be treated, or

controlled.

What is the ideal state one is to

attain? So far, the ideal state is

unattainable. It would be non-

human. Women are in many

various human situations. Some

women won’t leave marriage. And

those that do, remarry. Some are

working really lousy jobs. Some

are working two jobs. Some are

still in all the traditional roles as

female being and doing what

females are to do.

Some are in-between all the other

situations, caught. It is a social

delimma where women are at. All

are caught in a net. While we focus

on trauma, we deny the net in

which we view trauma from. I’m

not denying trauma. But I am

saying that there is a narrow

viewpoint in the dominant culture

and the illusion is that somehow

only certain people are traumatized

and singled out.

I believe there are very few people

without trauma. Yes, one trauma is

different than another, but then it

also has to do with perception,

teachings and belief systems.

The more conscious one is in a

particular subject the more one is

aware and the more one notices.

Consciousness may be the key

word.

Feelings, too.

What feelings are they?

Feelings without words.



PTSD, trauma, may be a state when a person is in a situation

that effects them resulting in their inability to talk about it.

Sometimes our nature’s wisdom is smarter than we are.

Perhaps we should trust it.

Maybe it is not time to talk.

My preference is for natural and wholistic healing.



The word, trauma, from the experts is like this big, heavy blanket that covers me up.

I have better words to put to my experience; better words ....to describe what is going on.

What’s really happening here is a lack of respect between social positions.

Those in supposed authority with supposed knowledge

over someone’s life they know nothing about;

someone who they conveniently consider incompetent due to circumstances.

Circumstances and events do not make one incompetent anymore

than disasters like hurricanes make one incompetent.

The only thing that is needed is loving, supportive community and REAL help.

How about giving some financial help instead of filling their pockets from your crisis

usually caused by something in the harmful systematic environment?



When you are in shock over

something that has happened,

that is not the same as PTSD.
 (can we make sure we know the difference?)



Trauma as defined, discussed and “treated” is a way to regulate and control it. The word trauma does not serve the one who is

ˆtraumatized”...and the “it” is what is being described by professionals from an outsider’s point of view. Someone who is an out-

sider is not the best one to describe the it. There are varying degrees of opinions of what is normal. Reactions of Jews in Germany

is considered normal by many people and traumatized wasn’t the word that was needed. They didn’t need the word. Yet many

military men do not believe a soldier being traumatized is normal. Traumatized soldier is considered abnormal. It is supposed to be

normal for soldiers to not be traumatized. Soldiers do not need the word either. Trauma is the cover word in certain situations for

women. The word that covers situations that are just too hard for people to talk about in exact details. I ask, why? Trauma also

generalizes specific situations and specific actions. The word trauma helps cover up at the same time it names something that was

previously not counted as a valid experience.

The issue brushed aside is that once you see through the cultural denial and mythology; once your experience bursts through to

reality from your experience, which is part of the undescribed, unarticulated state of the traumatized,  you know that the world is

filled with inhumane situations. Yet those who haven’t been traumatized are resistant to break through their own denial and

mythology so it is much easier to work a very vulnerable person back in to the system’s cultural denial and beliefs and help the

person forget what for a brief moment of vision and understanding that was a very real reality of not just their experience but one in

the larger world that needs to be addressed and corrected.  Controlling and regulating trauma by professionals brings people back

into the cultural mythology and nothing changes when the experience otherwise screams, healthily, for change. Yet it is those that

traumatize in the world that need to be brought back from their lack of consciousness and insensitivity . No efforts are made to that

end.  Traumatizers traumatize. Trauma isn’t everywhere, but it exists in varying degrees in our lives.

Those investigating “trauma” are actually the ones blowing the inner experience out of proportion yet the victim gets accused of

that. However, the phenomenon over trauma is a step in acknowledgement of a piece of experience previously unacknowledged,

but still it is only a piece....there is more to see and learn. Describing something when you are not looking at the full picture, will

inevitably produce a fragmented, distorted picture. And that is what is missing......a view that can describe the much larger picture.

It is misnaming.

I  know history. I know how an abuser works. A counselor told me that the word trauma now is a shorthand word for having

feelings. This is not the first time that having feelings is equivalent to being sick. It is part of the tradition where it is well known

that man-humans do not have feelings and if they do, they are sick. I mean actually FEEL them, exhibit them, authentically  BE in

them. It is socially constructed manhood, anti-human prejudice. Misnaming and misuse of language is one of patriarchy’s power

tools. Being lied to, deceived, and having patriarchs describe the world to maintain power;that is what is PTSD in the extreme sense

in the root of the human labeling.



I have been handling trauma for many years.

Give me some credit.

People have been living through trauma for centuries.

The new improved way to handle trauma, they advertise.

Just like  All detergent, and Kenmore dishwashers.

The Latest, New Fashionable product to be sold to you, at your expense.

Experts. Phooey.

Who knows better? Someone with experience or someone that reads books?

Why do professionals think they have to teach us?

Don’t they have a better way to make money?

Do they really think that they know more or better?

Worse, they set a high standard in a new area of life.

A new systematic straightjacket that masses are expected to comply with;

that masses then are imposed on to follow as if we are lemmings.

And nobody has done a legitimate critique

on these social powerfuls

nor do they consider the negative consequences

for what they do to others

and the environment in which we live.



Trauma is the word for too much harm at once. Big Harm. Lots of Harm done to a person. Harm

done that is more than the body and mind can handle because the body and mind were never

designed to handle that type of harm. It is not a flaw in the person. It is not a weakness in the

human. It is a claim that what happened to a person was caused by an event that should not have

happened. But what events are those events that should not happen? Who is causing those

events? How are they happening and who is doing anything to stop them?

In our cultural environment, trauma describes a person harmed. When we focus on the trauma-

tized person, our focus is removed from who, what and how of the harm. For women, this focus

on us as traumatized comes without the actual acknowledgement of our relationship with others

in the social structure and its and their impact on our lives. The harm done to us becomes invis-

ible, the event becomes invisible without ever saying actual events. We are told we are trauma-

tized and to do so enables the powers that harm us to not only continue to harm us but do so

without ever being accountable.

So, yes, humans can have too much harm at once but that’s not describing what harm occurred.

There are incidents where we describe a person as traumatized but we lack the words to talk

about what caused the trauma. Where is the word we need to describe what it is that humans do

that causes a person to be so incredibly harmed as to be categorized traumatized? If one is trau-

matized by a car accident we are aware of a body that was not intended to be thrown against a

brick wall at 50 miles an hour in a metal box, but if one is traumatized by a social event, the social

events are blurred and the focus of what is “in” the traumatized person is the focus.



In some cases, trauma is not just a harmed person being unable to describe an event. In some cases, it involves an event that society

has yet to be conscious of, put words to and name. It involves also a whole social learning that blinds those

who don’t have the experience. It creates an atmosphere where people as witnesses are

unable to hear and see and thus those named traumatized are unsafe to talk. Yet the problem

is never seen in this social context.

And what if there are incidences that look like what we now describe as trauma but are indeed

not trauma. What if what is happening is something else but we think it is trauma?

What if we have mislabeled women - again? What if trauma is really the patriarchal word that

describes what it does not know and we stop listening to women because they are traumatized as we

describe them? What if what is happening can be described in a better way?

What if there is a lifetime of harm? What if the harm is systematic, constant and never stops?

What if trauma never describes the oppression? What if naming trauma

doesn’t help? What if what we think we are doing to help women is not helping women

but helping the harm to continue because we have lost our ability to look at the truth

of women’s lives. I am dedicated to describing the harm. The harm people do to each

other. The harm that is constantly happening on this planet. The harm groups are doing to

each other. The harm those in power are doing. The harm that is happening to you right

now from the social context you are in and it is happening to you, the one unnamed

as traumatized, yet maybe indeed the fact that you are unaware of your traumatized state is because YOU ARE TRAUMATIZED.



I had come to understand that women, throughout history, if they aren’tI had come to understand that women, throughout history, if they aren’tI had come to understand that women, throughout history, if they aren’tI had come to understand that women, throughout history, if they aren’tI had come to understand that women, throughout history, if they aren’t

fitting the expectations of the social environmentfitting the expectations of the social environmentfitting the expectations of the social environmentfitting the expectations of the social environmentfitting the expectations of the social environment

are extremely vulnerable to ending up with aare extremely vulnerable to ending up with aare extremely vulnerable to ending up with aare extremely vulnerable to ending up with aare extremely vulnerable to ending up with a

mental illness diagnosis.mental illness diagnosis.mental illness diagnosis.mental illness diagnosis.mental illness diagnosis.

Courageous women can be seen as crazy.Courageous women can be seen as crazy.Courageous women can be seen as crazy.Courageous women can be seen as crazy.Courageous women can be seen as crazy.



Okay, here it is in summary.

I oppose

Eurocentric

White, Upper Class Psychology.

Anti-Humanism.

I oppose racist, sexist, classist psychology.


